STOKING THE FIRES OF HATE:
Ho w the Animal Protection Mo vement Is F ailing Pit Bulls
“Teach Compassion.” It is perhaps the
most important job we have as animal
protectionists. In the mission statement of
every animal welfare and animal rights
group, every private and public shelter, and
within the credo of every activist is a
calling to raise awareness of animal
suffering and to ultimately encourage more
humane treatment. From the earliest days
of our movement’s founding, we have
heeded the call to change the hearts and
minds of the public, knowing that doing so
is a precursor to changes in laws and
practices that result in animal suffering.
But we have our blind spots.
There is no breed of dog in America more
abused, maligned, and misrepresented than
the American Pit Bull Terrier.There is no
breed of dog more in need of our
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compassion; in need of our call to arms on
their behalf; and in need of what should be
the full force of our enduring sanctuary.
But we have determined that they are not
worthy of it.
We have determined that they do not
deserve to live.The more circumspect
among us might not say so publicly.We
may couch it in more benign terms,
shifting the blame to others, claiming that
no one will adopt them, convincing
ourselves that only a ban will keep them
out of harm’s way, but the end result is
exactly the same. By our actions, by our
words, by our policies, by our failure to
speak out on their behalf, we stoke the fire
that has at its core only one end for Pit
Bulls: their mass killing.

To a breed abused for fighting, victimized
by an undeserved reputation, relegated to
certain death in shelters, add one more
torment: those who should be their most
ardent protectors have instead turned
against them.We have joined the witch
hunt.

In an Oregon county, Pit Bulls are killed en masse
in a shelter with an avowed No Kill goal by
misusing temperament testing as a de facto ban
on the breed. In Denver, Colorado, they are simply
outlawed and executed. And People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals, the nation’s most
outspoken animal rights group, has joined the
battle to exterminate these dogs—demanding that
all cities ban the breed, and all Pit Bulls who enter
shelters seeking sanctuary, should instead be
killed.

The very agencies whose officers seek out
dog fighters and abusers in order to “save”
the poor creatures relegate Pit Bulls to
locked and barren corridors away from
public view. Ultimately, all of them—the
Ending the tragic plight of the American Pit Bull
healthy and friendly ones, side-by-side with
Terrier should be among our most ardent goals.
the hopelessly
Our advocacy must remind
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people that at one time, the
They fight for chickens and cows and other animals. But
are uniformly put
Pit Bull was the most
when it comes to dogs and cats in shelters, People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) has the biggest blind
to death.
popular pet in America
spot of them all. PETA not only kills thousands of dogs and
because of their reputation
cats themselves.They not only have a policy against No
One of the
as a friendly, family dog.We
Kill. But they also support a ban on Pit Bulls, a position
nation’s leading
must educate people that
which condones the wholesale slaughter of hundreds of
thousands of dogs in pounds across the country every
humane
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year.
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compassionate dog-lover. Here’s another
The editors, who
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have also called
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shelters to serve
condemn an entire breed of
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President,
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food and who
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animal rights
death, because of the
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when officers go door-to-door seizing
happy and friendly pets sleeping on beds
Where there is vilification, we should teach
and couches, taken from their families
compassion.Where there are scare tactics, we
upon threat of arrest, while animal control
should preach temperance.Where there are lies,
shelter workers wait, “euthanasia kits” at
we should speak the truth. Otherwise, the animal
the ready.
welfare movement will have failed the Pit Bull
completely.
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